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Week 11: Week 11: WTP & Simulation�WTP & Simulation�
1. Computing "Willingness to Pay" (WTP)1. Computing "Willingness to Pay" (WTP)
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4. Simulating Market Shares4. Simulating Market Shares
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Willingness to Pay (WTP)

~uj = αpj + βxj + ~εj

ω =
β

−α
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Model Estimated Model

Notational convention

~uj = αpj + βxj + ~εj

ω =
β

−α

~uj = α̂pj + β̂xj + ~εj

ω̂ =
β̂

−α̂
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Suppose we estimate the following utilitySuppose we estimate the following utility
model describing preferences for cars:model describing preferences for cars:

The estimated model produces theThe estimated model produces the
following coefficients:following coefficients:

: �0.7: �0.7
: 0.1: 0.1
: �4.0: �4.0

a) Use the estimated coefficients toa) Use the estimated coefficients to
compute the WTP for fuel economy andcompute the WTP for fuel economy and
electric car vehicle type.electric car vehicle type.

Practice Question 1Practice Question 1

~~uujj == ααppjj ++ ββ11xx
mmppgg
jj ++ ββ22xxeelleecc

jj ++ εεjj

αα
ββ11
ββ22
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Simulating uncertainty
We can use the coefficients and hessian from a model to obtain draws that reflect
parameter uncertainty

beta <- c(-0.7, 0.1, -4.0)

hessian <- matrix(c(
    -6000,   50,   60,
       50, -700,   50,
       60,   50, -300),
    ncol = 3, byrow = TRUE)

covariance <- -1*solve(hessian)
draws <- MASS::mvrnorm(10^4, beta, 
covariance)

head(draws)

#>            [,1]       [,2]      [,3]
#> [1,] -0.7161138 0.04251578 -3.962513
#> [2,] -0.6679818 0.09678488 -3.974081
#> [3,] -0.6926573 0.09303158 -3.979829
#> [4,] -0.7161590 0.09736044 -4.017811
#> [5,] -0.7168487 0.13808505 -3.977487
#> [6,] -0.6947676 0.13929996 -4.016169
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Mean WTP with confidence interal

Computing WTP with draws

ω̂ =
β̂

−α̂

draws_other <- draws[,2:ncol(draws)]
draws_price <- draws[,1]
draws_wtp <- draws_other / (-1*draws_price)
head(draws_wtp)

#>            [,1]      [,2]
#> [1,] 0.05937014 -5.533357
#> [2,] 0.14489150 -5.949386
#> [3,] 0.13431113 -5.745740
#> [4,] 0.13594808 -5.610223
#> [5,] 0.19262788 -5.548572
#> [6,] 0.20049864 -5.780593

maddTools::ci(draws_wtp)

#>         mean       lower     upper
#> 1  0.1431816  0.03346827  0.250165
#> 2 -5.7169939 -5.97960215 -5.465543
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The estimated model produces theThe estimated model produces the
following coefficients and hessian:following coefficients and hessian:

: �0.7: �0.7
: 0.1: 0.1
: �4.0: �4.0

a) Generate 10,000 draws of the modela) Generate 10,000 draws of the model
coefficients using the estimatedcoefficients using the estimated
coefficients and hessian. Use thecoefficients and hessian. Use the
mvrnorm()mvrnorm() function from the  function from the MASSMASS
library.library.

b) Use the draws to compute the meanb) Use the draws to compute the mean
WTP and 95% confidence intervals ofWTP and 95% confidence intervals of
WTP for fuel economy and electric carWTP for fuel economy and electric car
vehicle type.vehicle type.

Practice Question 2Practice Question 2
Suppose we estimate the following utility model describing preferences for cars:Suppose we estimate the following utility model describing preferences for cars:

~~uujj == ααppjj ++ ββ11xx
mmppgg
jj

++ ββ22xxeelleecc
jj

++ εεjj

αα
ββ11
ββ22

∇∇22
ββ
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⎦⎦
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1. Open logitr-cars

2. Open code/6.1-compute-wtp.R

Computing WTP from an estimated model
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As a team, compute the WTP from an estimated modelAs a team, compute the WTP from an estimated model
you used in your pilot analysis reportyou used in your pilot analysis report

Your TurnYour Turn 1010::0000
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"Preference Space" "WTP Space"

Willingness to Pay (WTP)

~uj = αpj + βxj + ~εj
ω =

β

−α

λ = −α

~uj = λ(ωxj − pj) + ~εj
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WTP space models have non-convex 
log-likelihood functions!
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WTP space models have non-convex 
log-likelihood functions!

Use multi-start loop with
random starting points
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1. Open logitr-cars

2. Open code/6.2-model-wtp.R

Computing WTP from an estimated model
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As a team, re-estimate the main model you used in yourAs a team, re-estimate the main model you used in your
pilot analysis report, but now in the WTP space.pilot analysis report, but now in the WTP space.

Try plotting your results (see Try plotting your results (see 6.3-plot-wtp.R6.3-plot-wtp.R for for
examples)examples)

Your TurnYour Turn 1010::0000
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Brea�Brea�

0505::0000
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We want to �nd  by maximizing the log-likelihoodβ
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Simulate Market Shares
1. De�ne a market, 

2. Compute shares:

X

P̂ j =
eβ̂

′
Xj

∑J
k=1 eβ̂

′
Xk
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Simulate Market Shares
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In R�

Simulate Market Shares

X %*% beta
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Suppose we estimate the following utilitySuppose we estimate the following utility
model describing preferences for cars:model describing preferences for cars:

The estimated model produces theThe estimated model produces the
following coefficients:following coefficients:

: �0.7: �0.7
: 0.1: 0.1
: �4.0: �4.0

a) Use the estimated coefficients toa) Use the estimated coefficients to
compute the WTP for fuel economy andcompute the WTP for fuel economy and
electric car vehicle type.electric car vehicle type.

b) Use the estimated coefficients tob) Use the estimated coefficients to
compute market shares for thecompute market shares for the
alternatives in the following market:alternatives in the following market:

alternativealternative priceprice mpgmpg elecelec

11 1515 2020 00

22 3030 100100 11

33 2020 4040 00

Practice Question 1Practice Question 1

~~uujj == ααppjj ++ ββ11xx
mmppgg
jj ++ ββ22xxeelleecc

jj ++ εεjj

αα
ββ11
ββ22
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Simulating Market Shares with Uncertainty
We can use the coefficients and hessian from a model to obtain draws that reflect
parameter uncertainty

beta <- c(-0.7, 0.1, -4.0)

hessian <- matrix(c(
    -6000,   50,   60,
       50, -700,   50,
       60,   50, -300),
    ncol = 3, byrow = TRUE)

covariance <- -1*solve(hessian)
draws <- MASS::mvrnorm(10^4, beta, 
covariance)

head(draws)

#>            [,1]       [,2]      [,3]
#> [1,] -0.6994714 0.07871118 -4.057312
#> [2,] -0.7046625 0.06870760 -3.918736
#> [3,] -0.7196215 0.06599735 -4.030982
#> [4,] -0.6974224 0.07829723 -4.076801
#> [5,] -0.7068202 0.13839250 -3.942513
#> [6,] -0.7192083 0.11363566 -4.054808
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Simulating Market Shares with Uncertainty
Rely on the predict() function to compute shares with uncertainty.

Internally, it:

�� Takes draws of 
�� Computes  for each draw
�� Returns mean and confidence interval computed from draws

β
Pj
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1. Open logitr-cars

2. Open code/7.1-compute-market-
sims.R

Simulating Market Shares with Uncertainty
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Your TurnYour Turn

As a team:As a team:
�� Develop one or two scenarios pitting your product against one or moreDevelop one or two scenarios pitting your product against one or more
competitors.competitors.

�� Use one of your estimated models and the Use one of your estimated models and the predict()predict() function to predict market function to predict market
shares for those scenarios.shares for those scenarios.

�� Try plotting your results (see Try plotting your results (see 7.2-plot-market-sims.R7.2-plot-market-sims.R for examples) for examples)

2020::0000
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